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PRIME TECHNOLOGY GROUP ANNOUNCES WEBINAR ON QA AUTOMATION PROCESS
July 15, 2014 (Wayne, PA) – Prime Technology Group, LLC, a global software engineering leader in nextgeneration consulting and software development services, has announced today that it is hosting its first
ever IntelliQ Webinar on QA (Quality Assurance) Automation. The Webinar is scheduled to be conducted
on Wednesday, July 30, 2014, at 7:30 p.m. Indian Standard Time (10:00 a.m. US time).
The aim of the IntelliQ Webinar is to provide new insights into how organizations can automate an
existing formalized manual testing process and validate outcomes against expected results. The QA
engineers of Prime have pointed out that one of the many advantages is that the QA process enhances
quality and saves time and effort resulting in reduced costs. In the upcoming session at Prime, the
experts are also going to suggest ways on how to cut corners to save time, repeatability of the process
and short turn-around time that contribute to faster delivery.
Webinar participants can take advantage of a well-defined agenda that covers a general overview of
Automated Testing, its importance as well as includes live open discussion on Automated Test
Implementation Process, Regression Test Metrics and more.
“We are delighted to say that Prime is poised to host its first ever IntelliQ Webinar on QA Automation this
July ‘14. Our QA Automation engineers are going to talk about how to design and develop automated
tests using a range of tools and frameworks and how it is pivotal to the importance of Automated
Testing,” said Sudhakar Goverdhanam, Founder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Prime Technology
Group.
“Our commitment is in providing real-time business value that recognizes our efforts in taking client
relationship forward and help them to keep pace with the changing business demands,” added Mr.
Goverdhanam.
Prime’s first ever IntelliQ Webinar on QA Automation will be held on Thursday, July 30th at one of its
corporate headquarters in Hyderabad, India. To get more information on the webinar and register, please
follow the link.
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About Prime Technology Group, LLC
Prime Technology Group, LLC (CMMi: Maturity Level 3) is a Global Software Engineering firm offering a
wide range of consulting and software development services that help our partners maximize their
productivity in a cost-effective and flexible manner. The company’s mission is to deliver best-in-class,
industry-defining bespoke software solutions that enable superior returns as well as sustainable
innovative product advantage for customers worldwide.
Operating out of corporate headquarters in suburban Philadelphia, the United Kingdom, and in
Hyderabad, India, Prime is value-driven towards providing high service levels and business agility. The
company leverages its vast global offshore infrastructure and network of offices in the UK, US, CANADA
and INDIA to provide holistic methodologies and multi-service delivery capabilities in key industry
verticals including IT, Healthcare, Insurance, Life Sciences, Enterprise Solutions, and Banking & Financial
services.
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